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Experiment 7: Basic Reformatting – four 96’s to one 384

Objective: to move 96 samples from each of four different 96-well plates into a 384-well destination plate using a
multi-channel pipettor

Materials: water, four 96-well plates with clear or slightly opaque well bottoms, one 384-well plate with clear or slightly
opaque well bottoms, multi-channel pipettor, tips (200 uL capacity)

Step 1: Fill all of the wells of the 96-well plates with water (at least 200 uL). These are the SOURCE plates. Label them 1, 2,
3, and 4.

Step 2: Open the WellAware 3.0 software. Open the Pipetting/Sorting Module on the Main WellAware 3.0 Screen.

Step 3: From the Core Module Screen click on Cherry Picking or Sample Sorting.

Step 4: PROMPTS:
 Enter “water” as the source reagent name.
 Enter “Plate 1” as the source plate barcode.
 Enter “100” as the number of microliters of reagent to pipette.
 Enter “456” as the destination plate barcode. The Cherry Picking GUI will appear.

Step 5: WellAware Program Creation
 Choose a 96-well plate for the Source plate (on the left).
 Click the Arrow above the plate to indicate pipetting steps by Columns.
 Activate all 96 wells by double-clicking on the Fill button in the bottom right corner of the Source plate.
 Choose a 384-well plate for the Destination plate (on the right).
 Click the Arrow above the plate to indicate pipetting steps by Columns.
 Click on A1 96-well above the Destination plate to activate 96 wells in that plate. (The pattern will easily

accommodate a 9mm multi-channel pipettor transferring samples from the 96-well plate to the appropriate wells
in the 384-well plate.)

 Ensure that the GUI has activated 96 wells by reading “96 Selected” on the middle arrow above both plates.
 Click Copy to eSOP.

o WellAware will asks how many channels are in your pipettor (answer 8)
o If the spacing is 9mm. Indicate yes.
o WellAware asks you to review the pipetting steps to ensure the multi-channel pipetting is properly

applied. The setup spreadsheet will appear.
 At the top of the spreadsheet, choose the Add Plates option and WellAware PROMPTS:

o Enter “water” as the source reagent name.
o Enter “Plate 2” as the source plate barcode.
o Enter “100” as the number of microliters of reagent to pipette.
o Enter “456” as the destination plate barcode. The Cherry Picking GUI will re-appear.

 Choose the 96-well Source plate and the 384-well Destination plate as before, activating all wells in the 96-well
plate and choosing the “A2 96-well” option to fill in the next 96-wells of the plate. Copy this to the eSOP and
repeat the steps to add plates for the “B1 96-well” and “B2 96-well” options, using “Plate 3” and “Plate 4” as
source plate barcodes..

 Review the protocol. You may choose to save the eSOP as Basic Reformatting.xls or just Start Pipetting.
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Step 6: Running the WellAware Program
 Click Start Pipetting.
 Enter the name or identifier of the person pipetting when prompted.
 When WellAware indicates, Place the first 96-well Source Plate filled with water on the left-hand side of the

WellAware screen.
 When WellAware indicates, Place the empty 384-well Destination plate on the right-hand side.
 Ensure that both plates are lined up with the plate footprints on the screen.
 When WellAware indicates the volume, set the multi-channel pipettor to 100 uL.
 Perform the pipetting steps as prompted by WellAware, placing each of the four Source plates on the screen in

turn.
 After all steps are completed, WellAware’s voice prompt states “eSOP completed”.

Results
Examine the 384-well plate to ensure that there are 100 uL in all 384 wells of the plate.


